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ABSTRACT 
Maximization of functions with multivariate arguments can be computationally 
difficult. We show that for a special function, which is proportional to the density of a 
Wishart distribution, reparametrization can lead to maximization of a concave func- 
tion. We use this fact to produce an algorithm which maximizes the function over a 
restricted parameter space of the form 0 < L Q C < U, where L < U means that 
U - L is a nonnegative definite matrix and L < U means that U - L is positive 
definite. This restriction is often referred to as the Loewner ordering. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Wishart distribution is an extremely important distribution in many 
statistical models and applications. However, in some applications the likeli- 
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hood associated with the distribution needs to be maximized, as a function of 
its matrix argument 2, over a restricted region. One important region is of 
the form 0 < L < I: < U, where L and U are known symmetric matrices, 
L < U indicates that U - L is symmetric nonnegative definite, and 0 < L 
indicates that L is symmetric positive definite (s.p.d.). This is often referred 
to as the Loewner ordering (see [5], [ll], or [I2]>. One example of this type of 
ordering is when a vector of observations is observed through a filter. Thus, 
one observes x = _X + _E, where _E represents the error introduced by the 
filter. If by calibration experiments the covariance matrix of _E was deter- 
mined to be L, then when estimating the covariance matrix of 1 one would 
require that L < Zy. 
In this note we observe that on reparametrizing in terms of A = 2-l the 
function of interest is concave (see [4] or [9]) and the region over which the 
maximization is to occur is an intersection of two convex sets. Using these 
facts, we are able to develop a, straightforward algorithm which is guaranteed 
to converge to the quantity, C, which maximizes the likelihood. The results 
developed here are related to work found in [2] and 161. General results on 
order restrictions can be found in [I4]. 
2. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 
Let Z be a real symmetric k X k positive definite matrix, and let A be a 
random real symmetric k X k positive definite matrix with a Wishartk(n, Z) 
distribution, n > k. The log-likelihood of Z [3, p. 2491 is 
Zo( C; A) = - i lnlZ1 - i tr( AZ-‘) 
plus a constant which does not depend upon Xc. 
For our problem, it is convenient to parametrize the likelihood in terms of 
A = C-r. Since 0 < Z < U iff A 2 U-i > 0 [13, p. 701, the problem can 
now be stated as one of maximizing 
Z( A; A) = n lnlhl - tr( AA) (2-I) 
over the region 0 < U-’ < A < L- '. While this optimization problem can- 
not generally be solved in closed form, we provide a tractable algorithm 
which is guaranteed to converge to the correct solution. 
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3. INDIVIDUAL CONSTRAINT SOLUTION 
The problem of maximizing (2.1) subject to the single constraint U-i < A 
can be nicely solved in closed form. Similar pairwise problems where U is a 
random matrix have been discussed by several authors (see [l], [2], [6], and 
[lo]). The following procedure obtains A which maximizes (2.1) subject to 
u-l Q A: 
(1) Choose a nonsingular matrix, Q, which simultaneously diagonahzes 
S = A/n and U [13, p. 411, so that Q’SQ = Z and Q’UQ = D, where Z is 
the k X k id+ity matrix and D = diag(d,, . . . , dk). 
(2) Let C be a diagonal matrix with i th diagonal element 
1 n if d,>l, 
ci = 
d,: ’ otherwise. 
(3) A is then given by Q&Q’, and !$ = Q’-‘C-‘Q-i. 
Note that if S Q U, the constraint has no effect and 2 = S, as would be 
expected. We also note that the problem involving the restriction L Q I2 can 
be solved in a similar fashion, where Q’SQ = I, Q’LQ = diagfd,, . . . , d,), 
and the diagonal matrix C is defined by 
(ci = d? if d,>l, 
1 otherwise. 
THEOREM 3.1. The solutions defined above maximize the function de- 
fined in (2.1) over the regions 0 < Z < U and 0 < L < C, respectively. 
Proof. Suppose the function in (2.1) is to be maximized over {A : A 
s.p.d. and A 2 U-’ > 0). Let Q be a nonsingular matrix that simultaneously 
diagonahzes S = A/n and U such that Q’UQ = D = diag(d,, . . . , dk) and 
Q’AQ = nZ, and represent Q’XQ by C-‘. The function, minus a constant 
not depending upon 2, can now be written as 
n ln]Q-iAQ’-‘I - tr(Q-‘AQ’-‘) = n lnlC( - 12 tr C, (3.1) 
where the maximization region is {C : C s.p.d. and C > D-’ > O}. Using 
Hadamard’s inequality [12, p. 2231, we see that the unrestricted maximization 
occurs when C = I. From the concavity of the log function and Hadamard’s 
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inequality, the ma$mizing value for C over the region {C : C s.p.d. and 
C > D-’ > 0) is C, as specified above. A similar argument can be made for 
the constraint 0 < L < Z. n 
4. SIMULTANEOUS CONSTRAINTS SOLUTION 
The solutions for the individual Loewner constraints can be applied, in an 
iterative fashion, to produce the value which maximizes (2.1) over 0 < L < 
z<U. Let R,=(C:O<z<U}, R,={I%:O<L<x}, and Sol(S;Ri) 
indicate the solution to the individual constraint problem over Ri as outlined 
in Section 3. The simultaneous constraints algorithm can be stated as: 
(0) Set %hO = S, u=,l, andMi = M, = 0. Define a(u) = [(u- l)mod2] + 1. 
(1) Let 2” = SolG-, - M,,,,;R,,,,), and update Mac,,, so M,,,, + 2, 
- &,_, - Mac”,>. 
(2) If a(u) = 2, check for convergence. If convergence criterion is 
satisfied, stop. 
(3) Let u = u + 1, and go to (1). 
The function a(u) is a cyclical counter which keeps track of which constraint 
is being satisfied. M,,,, represents the adjustment made to the estimate 
when solving the individual constraint problem subject to the a(u)th con- 
straint. At each step (after the first cycle) the effect of the previous solution 
for the current constraint is removed before the new solution is obtained. 
The algorithm implies that the estimate of Z, after each iteration, is of the 
form S + M, + M, and that the procedures in Section 3 are repeatedly 
implemented with either S + M, (under restriction R,) or S + M, (under 
R,) replacing S. Thus, M, and M, are sequentially updated in an alternating 
manner. 
THEOREM 4.1. The above algorithm converges to the unique solution to 
the general optimization problem over the combined region 0 < L < Z < U. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that U - L is symmetric 
positive definite, for if not, we can simultaneously diagonalize U and L to 
obtain a problem with the constraints D, < I%* Q D, where D, - D, = 
diag(D, 0) and D is a diagonal p.d. matrix. This implies that the solution, %*, 
is equal to D, except in the region defined by D, reducing the initial 
problem to a full rank problem of smaller dimension. 
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The problem 
sup In/Al - tr(SA) 
WIGA 
is equivalent to supx a 0 f( X ), where 
f(X) = In/X + U-i] - tr{S(X + U-l)}, x> -u-i. 
However, by the Fenchel duality theorem [15, p. 3351 
(I) supf(X) = - supf*(y) (II), 
x,0 YGO 
where 
f*(Y) = i;f{tr(YX) -f(X)} = In/Y + S( - tr(YU-‘) + k, Y> -s, 
is the convex conjugate of f. 
A similar analysis (with < replacing 2) holds for the other bound, and 
it can be shown that M, and M, are the sequential solutions to the 
corresponding dual problems, (II) ( since the negative of the solution to (II) 
must be a subgradient of -fat the solution to (I) [15, p. 3351). The nature of 
the algorithm and the duality correspondence imply that 
g(M,,M,) = ln]S + Ml + M,i - tr( M,U-') - tr(M,L-') 
is nondecreasing at each step of the algorithm. Moreover, since g( Ml, M,) is 
concave over the region Ml + M, > -S, M, > 0, and has a unique maxi- 
mum at (U - S, O), Corollary 8.7.1 of [15] implies that all ihe (M,, M,) from 
the algorithm- lie within a bounded set. Thus if we write x2,, as S + Ml, u + 
r!$.v and CZv_i as S + Ml,, + K.,u-1, then for any subsequence 
i, UI, M,, ",} there mustnexist a sub-subsequence, say 1 Ml, "", M,, ",,}, which 
converges to some (Ml, M,). The monotonicity aAnd c*oncavity properties of g 
imply that {M,,,., M,,.. -l } also converges to (Ml, M,). 
Recall that 2 maximizes a concave differentiable function f over a 
concave region R iff 
x^ +E(X -G)] GO Vx E R. 
t-=0 (4.1) 
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Using (4.1) with the concave function (2.1) (see [S] for matrix differentiation 
techniques), we see that 
tr(S + Ml,” + M,,._,)(H - A,,_,) - tr(S + M,,._i)(H - K+i)<O 
Vs.p.d. H a U-' (4.2) 
and 
tr(S + Ml,, + M,,,)(H - A,,,) - tr(S + Ml,")(H - &,)GO 
V s.p.d. H Q L-'. (4.3) 
Adding (4.2) and (4.3) and considering the limiting case for the sub- 
subsequence yields 
tr (6i + G,)( H - A) < 0 for U-’ < H < L-' 
where i = (S + 6, + 6,)-l, or equivalently 
~~[~+E(H-~);A]I~+<O for U-'<H<L-', 
where Z(h; A) is given in (2.1). Thus A is the solution, and since every 
subsequence has a correctly converging sub-subsequence, the entire se- 
quence must converge to the correct solution. W 
5. DISCUSSION 
Given the nature of the problem, it appears highly unlikely that it will be 
possible to find a closed form solution, since in general one cannot simultane- 
ously diagonalize three symmetric positive definite matrices. Our algorithm is 
easy to implement and guaranteed to converge to the correct solution. 
However, the rate of convergence is dependent upon several factors: (1) the 
rank of U - L, (2) the distance of S from the parameter space, (3) the 
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easy to implement and guaranteed to converge to the correct solution. 
However, the rate of convergence is dependent upon several factors: (1) the 
rank of U - L, (2) the distance of S from the parameter space, (3) the 
magnitude of U, L, and S, and (4) the definition used to measure conver- 
gence. In examples studied by the authors, even when the number of 
iterations was large, the speed of the algorithm is such that the CPU time 
needed to solve the problem was small. Constructing algorithms which 
involve additional Loewner constraints is also reasonably straightforward. 
This particular algorithm is highly dependent upon the form of I, since 
the solution to the dual problem must combine with the data (A) in an 
additive manner. Adaptations of the algorithm may work for other types of 
algorithms, however. Maximization of an ordinary least squares function with 
matrix arguments is discussed in [7]. Related iterative maximization algo- 
rithms are discussed in both [6] and [7], and the references therein. 
The authors would like to thank Ingram Olkin for helpjiA discussions 
concerning the material in this paper. 
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